Daily Direct Steer and Heifer Slaughter Cattle Summary

For Trade on:

5-AREA

Neg. Cash Volume: 836
Live Steer Avg: N/A Steer/Heifer Avg: $182.98
Live Heifer Avg: $114.00 Dressed Neg. Grid Vol: 1,981
Dressed Steer Avg: N/A Steer/Heifer Avg: $181.28
Dressed Heifer Avg: $185.00 TOTAL VOLUME: 50,885
LM_CT106 TOTAL WK TO DATE VOLUME: 105,912
Committed: 53,656 Delivered: 70,797

LM_CT118 TX-OK-NM

Neg. Cash Volume: 0
Live Steer Avg: N/A Steer/Heifer Avg: $179.79
Live Heifer Avg: N/A Dressed Neg. Grid Vol: 117
Dressed Steer Avg: N/A Steer/Heifer Avg: $182.05
Dressed Heifer Avg: N/A TOTAL VOLUME: 17,931
LM_CT106 TOTAL WK TO DATE VOLUME: 34,622
Committed: 9,939 Delivered: 17,232

LM_CT121 KANSAS

Neg. Cash Volume: 0
Live Steer Avg: N/A Steer/Heifer Avg: $180.99
Live Heifer Avg: N/A Dressed Neg. Grid Vol: 29
Dressed Steer Avg: N/A Steer/Heifer Avg: $182.44
Dressed Heifer Avg: N/A TOTAL VOLUME: 13,375
LM_CT106 TOTAL WK TO DATE VOLUME: 37,611
Committed: 25,053 Delivered: 20,539

LM_CT124 NEBRASKA

Neg. Cash Volume: 654
Live Steer Avg: N/A Steer/Heifer Avg: $188.85
Live Heifer Avg: $114.00 Dressed Neg. Grid Vol: 447
Dressed Steer Avg: N/A Steer/Heifer Avg: $182.28
Dressed Heifer Avg: $185.00 TOTAL VOLUME: 8,873
LM_CT106 TOTAL WK TO DATE VOLUME: 16,895
Committed: 9,752 Delivered: 18,254

LM_CT134 COLORADO

Neg. Cash Volume: 0
Live Steer Avg: N/A Steer/Heifer Avg: $186.27
Live Heifer Avg: N/A Dressed Neg. Grid Vol: 0
Dressed Steer Avg: N/A Steer/Heifer Avg: N/A
Dressed Heifer Avg: N/A TOTAL VOLUME: 5,937
LM_CT106 TOTAL WK TO DATE VOLUME: 10,887
Committed: 3,919 Delivered: 7,382

LM_CT137 IA-MN

Neg. Cash Volume: 182
Live Steer Avg: N/A Steer/Heifer Avg: $188.71
Live Heifer Avg: N/A Dressed Neg. Grid Vol: 1,510
Dressed Steer Avg: N/A Steer/Heifer Avg: $181.17
Dressed Heifer Avg: N/A TOTAL VOLUME: 4,996
LM_CT106 TOTAL WK TO DATE VOLUME: 6,368
Committed: 4,993 Delivered: 7,390
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Negotiated cash trading in the Southern Plains at a standstill. In Nebraska and the Western Cornbelt negotiated cash trading was inactive on very light demand. Not enough trades for a market trend. The last reported market was last week in these feeding regions. In the Southern Plains live cash trades moved at 111.00. In Nebraska live cash trades moved from 113.00-113.50 and dressed cash trades ranged from 182.00-185.00. In the Western Cornbelt live and dressed cash trades ranged from 114.00-116.00 and 182.00-185.00, respectively.